Welcome, Hanukkah!
Two-part and Piano* with optional Drum and Finger Cymbals**

Charlotte Lee
Robert Leaf

With quiet joy \( \text{\textlcrd} = \text{ca. 96} \)

Duration: approx. 1:45
*Also available: Accompaniment/Performance Pack (99/4051H).
**Percussion part is available as a free download. Visit www.lorenz.com, search for “15/3761H”, and click on the item image.
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Welcome, Hanukkah!

Ancient lights,

still as bright,

pierce the dark of night.

Ancient lights,

still as bright,

pierce the dark of night.
Welcome, Hanukkah!

Freedom comes at last; all oppression has
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Spin the dreidel, feast at the table, make.

Spin the dreidel, feast at the table,
Welcome, Hanukkah!

Welcome, Hanukkah!